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Patent offices confront macroinventions early
We seeking historical/narrative answers, and statistically measured 
answers based on patents
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Classifications are assigned by the patent offices.

 To organize their work assignments
 To enable searches by patent office staff for “prior art”
 And by external patent applicants and agents

 Sometimes required by law; classification itself may be in law

 Indirectly, to reduce or ease legal cases
 Not mainly for research beyond production needs
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Class Name
1 Agriculture
2 Metallurgy
3 Fibrous and Textiles substances
4 Chemical Processes
5 Calorifics
6 Steam and Gas Engines
7 Navigation and Maritime Implements
8 Mathematical, Philosophical, and Optical Instruments
9 Civil Engineering and Architecture

10 Land Conveyances
11 Hydraulics and Pneumatics
12 Lever, Screw, and Mechanical Power
13 Grinding Mills and Mill-Gearing
14 Lumber
15 Stone and Clay manufactures
16 Leather
17 Household Furniture
18 Arts
19 Fire Arms and Implements of War
20 Surgical and Medical Instruments
21 Wearing Apparel
22 Miscellaneous
23 Extensions, Reissues, Improvements, etc.

• 23 categories

• Note overlap: an industry category 
agriculture  and tech categories 

for engines, fuel, chemical 
processes.

• Later systems organize less by 
industry and more by narrow 
technical “function”

• Later systems avoid administrative 
classes like Class 23

• Aeronautics descends from class 11



 Industry of use
 Product or effect -- output, e.g. a chemical, or a phone call
 Function – narrow and proximate, e.g. grinding, cooling
 Structure  -- chemical, alloy

 Combinations of the above
 Focused on key claims in the patent

 Industry was used in 19th century, and less now
 As tools, techs, and methods are reused across application areas

 Multiple labeling, or cross-referencing, subject matter indexes
 Won’t look at those here

Source: USPTO Handbook of Classification, 2005 5



Our information is imperfect on both dates and contents.  

 US and Belgium:  1830 or so – single exclusive categories
 UK:  1850s, Woodcroft’s -- subject-matter index, multiple classification
 France 1853  system 
 Germany 1877-78  
 Austria, Norway, Denmark, Finland, Sweden adopt Germany’s system

 Austria:  1890s, in law  possibly earlier system in Austria-Hungary
 Hungary, 1896-

 Swiss systems 1888, 1890 -- details thanks to Nicolas Chachereau
 Italy, 25 categories starting 1902
 Australia, around the same time -- we have 1906 documentation
 Netherlands 1912
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 Counts (estimates) of mutually exclusive categories a patent might go into.
 Meaning:  the narrowest subclasses, not umbrella classes

 US, German, and Hungarian categories are undercounted here starting around 1900
 Subclasses appear; in this project we try to get counts and timing.
 We need lists to be sure; subclasses can appear quietly.
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Normal classification evolution

 There are more categories over time generally
 A function of patent numbers and/or complexity

 It’s relatively easy to split an existing category
 Adds detail; doesn’t break earlier system

 It’s difficult to reorganize deeply
 It affects searching practices, and requires consensus
 Often calls for a reclassification o earlier patents
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French patent 
classifications, 1853

20 categories
agriculture, metallurgy, 
firearms are categories.
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Subdividing was common.
The larger class is often not used any more.

Categories are also changed/renamed or created.

French patent 
classifications, 1904

99 categories, often re-
dividing those 20
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 An examination system, with high standards 
 Had 89 categories, alphabetically listed

 Two major expansions of detail
 ~1900:  from “Klasse 77” to Klasse 77d, 77h, etc
 ~1907:  Adding another level, to “77h group 3"
 Not reorganized

 The 1878 system is adopted by Austria, Denmark, Finland, 
Norway, Sweden
 Almost identically
 The expansions of detail are not adopted in the same way
 Similarities may be in law, and variations in office practice
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 US Patent Office categorized for its own purposes before 1830
 Then was mandated to by Congress, 1836
 Patents numbers grew greatly 1850-70

 1898:  new Classification Division in the Patent Office
 developing the classification itself; examiners classify actual patents 

 1900-1912, long lasting US classification developed
 Based on proximate function when possible
 Industry, structure, effect, or product when needed.

• Classification Division had staff of 36 in 1923
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Aerial navigation

 Growing steadily from 1860s
 Sharp growth starting 1906
 Diverse, surprising ideas/themes:

 Balloons/dirigibles
 Flapping wings
 Helicopters, etc
 Kites, gliders  aeroplanes
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 We have data on 15,000 aero patents up to 
1920 from many sources

 Continuing search for them by classification, 
inventor name, key words

 We build associated records of inventors 
biographies , publications, firms, clubs 

exhibitions

 And patent subclasses of many systems

Historical challenges: 
 silent or informal changes
 numerous or confusing categories
 Later reclassification; hard to see how 

ORIGINALLY classified



 French category 6, for marine navigation adds ballooning aerostation , 
then aerial navigation and flying machines

 US puts aero inventions into class 98, Pneumatics
 German 77 for Sport has kites, then gliders, then airplanes

 Hungarian V for “Railways and machinery” gets aircraft too, in subclass V/h

 British renamed category 4 is for Aeronautics starting in 1884.

 These aviation category generally included frame, wings, propulsion,  controls, etc.
 Aircraft stuff kept together in a category
 Control systems for locomotives, boats, and aircraft were not kept together
 These categories last!
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We find these in the data mostly one-by-one, based on
a   Patents which say they are foreign filings, or
b   Patent specifications with the same diagrams

Patentees only sometimes mention the earlier filing.  Possible reasons:
1  it hasn’t been approved in the first country yet

2  the inventor does not benefit from linking them

Foreign filings were common in the boom period.
We have more than 500 foreign filings in our data
And we continue to find more.
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Patent families show the same invention classified in two systems.
Crosswalks like those below can compare.
Categories may be divided based on different concepts
Proposed statistic: the predictive accuracy going in each direction, from 0 to 1.
Near 1  high accuracy the crosswalk is informative
 the systems have the same classification substantively.

Below, hypothetical countries A and B have similar systems; A and C do not

90% predictable; almost the same  50% predictable ; substantively different



Can compare across FR, DE/AT/DK, BE, & HU patents

 At least 75% of the time, knowing an aero patent’s subclass in one country 
predicts where it will show up in the others

 They had SIMILAR systems for early aero

In most countries, before 1900, airplanes, balloons, and helicopters were 
together in one class.   AT 77, AU 90.5, BE K, CH 115 then 129, DE 77, FR 6.3 then 6.4, GB 4, HU V/h, IT 8, US 98

Exceptions:   Safety; piloting  AT 61 ; Wind tunnels FR 12.3 ; Motors FR 5.8
Invention that could work in the water: marine propellers FR 6.3

 More differences appear with more detail; in later years, more detailed 
subclasses are not matched in other countries DE 77h, 77h.2 etc, AT 77d
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The classification systems vary in stability and detail, and in their 
intended usage somewhat.
 For examiners or for public ; common law vs civil law designs ; 

exclusive categories vs subject matter indexes
 Numbers of subclasses grow sharply around 1900
 more classification activity

The systems start aeronautics in different places
 Starts in existing category, more is grafted on, then it splits
 Boundaries not quickly reorganized in response to macroinvention

Can test whether different classification systems are fundamentally different
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